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The Tactic:  Prosecutors use rap lyrics, 
songs, or videos as (criminal) evidence.



 As of 6 pm 10.16.20, 27 responders to our unscientific survey

 12/27 have had a case or cases involving rap evidence; 
15/27 have not
 Of the 12, estimated 50+ cases…including one attorney who has 

had b/w 15 and 30
 Of the 15, at least one was aware of other cases and another had a 

case involving social media

 SURPRISE! – Patterns look like what’s happening in adult 
cases BUT
 Not too many from the dirty South
 One competency hearing

 Because it’s always good to highlight SUCCESSES
 Competency hearing = client deemed incompetent
 Government withdrew the evidence



 1991:  Earliest identified reported case
 Early 2000s:  ALD came across issue in practice
 2004:  Prosecutors share tactic in training manuals
 2007:  ALD publishes Poetic InJustice?
 2013:  EN first serves as (defense) rap expert
 2015:  Key and Peele skit released on Comedy 

Central
 2019:  Identified nearly 500 cases
 2019:  ALD, EN Published RAP ON TRIAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key and Peele Comedy Central Skit:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14WE3A0PwVs





 Young

 Black or Latino

 Male

 Hobbyist

 Amateur

 Professional



 School Discipline
Delinquency
 Adult



 Primarily:  Homicide; Gang; 
Drug; Firearms; Threats

Capital; Life; LWOP 

Rap Song on Credit Card Scheme Tells 
Broader Tale, Prosecutors Say



Handwritten

 Audio

Video

 Photographic

Online Postings



Pre-trial
 Investigation
 Interrogation
 Detention
 Charging
 Transfer/Waiver

Adjudication/Trial
 Confession
 Mental State, Identity, 

Corroboration
 Gang Connection
 Instrument of Crime

Disposition

 “He has been described in letters 
submitted by his parents and their friends 
as being polite, kind, sweet, and 
respectful.  That is in contrast to the 
extremely dark side … that is reflected in 
his writings and which cannot be 
ignored.” [Referring to rap lyrics and 
social media postings.]

 “He was characterizing himself as a 
criminal and glamorizing crime.”

 “And you wrote about being in Juvenile 
Hall and beating your case, even after the 
charges were found true…” 

 “You compared yourself to Rambo, going 
through the house like an assassin….  
[T]he Court did find it chilling, because 
you had gone into a house armed.”



Other Musical Genres – Rarely
Not country
Not metal

Hand (read Gang) Signs

Clothing Color

Associating with Individuals

Drawings/Pictures

Poetry

Stories



(2018:  Randomly selected households; Teens 13-17YO; Self-reporting)





• Evidence Objections
o Irrelevant/Low Probative Value
o Improper Character Evidence
o Unfair Prejudice
o Improper Gov’t Expert Testimony 
o Authentication  
o Best Evidence

• Constitutional Challenges
o First Amendment Challenge
o Confrontation Clause



“In today’s society, many gang members 
compose and put their true-life experiences 
into lyrical form. . . .  Law enforcement officials 
must remain mindful of  . . . the opportunities to 
obtain inculpatory evidence in gang-related 
investigations and cases.”

Donald Lyddane, Understanding Gangs and Gang 
Mentality:  Acquiring Evidence of the Gang 
Conspiracy (U.S. Atty’s Bull. 2006) (emphasis 
added)



Which of these 
men is the true-
life Rick Ross?



Fictional.  Creative.  Poetic Devices.

Rhymed (sounds)
Rhythmic 

(syllables, beats, 
meter)
Flow
Metaphor
Boasting
Hyperbole
Narrative
First-Person

Monikers, Stage 
Names, Alter Egos
Tropes
Authenticity
Space, Place
Subversive
Commercialization
Multiple sources, 

perspectives



Will the Real Defendant Please Stand Up?

Perhaps the most crucial element of a 
successful prosecution is introducing the jury 
to the real defendant.  Invariably, by the time 
the jury sees the defendant at trial, his hair has 
grown out to a normal length, his clothes are 
nicely tailored, and he will have taken on the 
aura of an altar boy.  But the real defendant is a 
criminal wearing a do-rag and throwing a 
gang sign.  Gang evidence can take a 
prosecutor a long way toward introducing that 
jury to that person.  Through photographs, 
letters, notes, and even music lyrics, 
prosecutors can invade and exploit the 
defendant’s true personality.  Gang 
investigators should focus on these items of 
evidence during search warrants and arrests.



 Lyrical content, language, tone; Imagery

 Likelihood of juror bias (see social science studies)

 Likelihood of jury overweighting as confession-type 
evidence
 “With a confession, the jury is relieved of the need to accept 

the prosecutor’s word about who did what to whom, because 
the accused himself provides the jury with all they need to 
know.”
 “[O]nce a jury is exposed to a confession of guilt it is 

difficult for jurors to put it aside, even when it is 
uncorroborated or flatly contradicted by other evidence.”

Sharon Davies, The Reality of False Confessions—Lessons of 
the Central Park Jogger Case, 30 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. 
CHANGE 209, 219-20, 253 (2006) 







 Unhelpful

 Unqualified

 Lack of reliance on reliable 
principles and methods

 Lack of application of reliable 
principles and methods



Amend I:  Congress shall make no law … abridging the 
freedom of speech…. 

“[A]t times during this litigation, Appellant has appeared to labor 
under the belief that a person’s speech is inadmissible at trial if it 
is constitutionally protected expression. There is no rule of 
evidence in Pennsylvania to that effect.” Commonwealth v. Knox (Pa. 
2018)

“We are not aware of any First Amendment doctrine that insulates 
an entire genre of communication from a legislative determination 
that certain types of harms should be regulated in the interest of 
public safety, health, and welfare.”  Commonwealth v. Knox (Pa. 
2018)





 Provide summaries, copies of 
research (to POs, to 
judges/law clerks, to 
prosecutors) 
Obtain and produce defense 

expert reports
 Focus on juror age, musical 

tastes 
 Paint govt expert(s) as   

INcredible
Retain a defense expert:  rap 

music; youth speech-
language 
 Limiting Instructions

EDUCATION and 
REFRAMING ARE KEY!





 “P.S. Koaches the Truth Needs to Be 
Told”

 Sexual harassment of female 
students

 Posted on FB, YouTube



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Colerain HS student rap video:  https://youtu.be/QY6hjcTj93M





Pre-trial:  Dismissal

Trial
 Govt withdrew rap evidence
 Acquittal
 Acquittal on most serious 

charges

Appellate
 Unfair prejudice; Reversible 

error; Not harmless
 Improper gang expert 

testimony

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brandon Duncan on CNN:  https://www.cnn.com/2015/01/23/entertainment/tiny-doo-rap-conspiracy-charges/



2 well-known artists currently 
facing prosecution



YNW Melly Drakeo the Ruler

“It might sound real but it’s fictional/ 
I love that my imagination gets to you.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YNW Melly – Murder on My Mind - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqDinxaPUK4Drakeo the Ruler – Fictional - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eauIg1rfPqs





RESOURCES
 Poetic InJustice? article
 RAP ON TRIAL book
 Amicus Briefs
Motion, Brief Example
 Reach out 
 achang@cms.hamilton-co.org
 aldennis@uga.edu

 Toolkit, Models (Sp 2021)

HOW YOU CAN HELP

 Fight!  Fight!  Fight!

 Help with Data Collection (survey link 
or aldennis@uga.edu)

 Spread the Word

mailto:achang@cms.hamilton-co.org
mailto:aldennis@uga.edu
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScTZG1fOIb9vzKGdw9mF-4OwU3GaI6JmMkl_MgNQOnjG79Z1g/viewform
mailto:aldennis@uga.edu
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